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where, although rain falls jit all seasons, contj^maLinfluences cause it.
toTeles^l^K?^rin3^Ste^ thjinlnTummer . Thus, while the American
prairies, the pESTo? Hungary, and parts of the plains of Russia and
Siberia have a cyclonic climate favorable for man and agriculture, they
are more favorable to grass than to trees.
The Dominance of Cyclonic Regions
1. Politically. Although the regions where cyclonic storms are even
moderately developed occupy only a tenth of the total land surface of the
earth, they support a populatioH'^oflnore^nrarr'300 ir3fion7 and include
all the worldViHolt; progressive £ountnes7"asicte from a few places such
as CaTTforniT^witfrtiie Mediterranean type of climate, as appears in the
two darker shadings of B352.
Thus they include practically all the important parts of the world
where manufacturing _and commerce, as \^i^ as^^riculture, are carried
on extensively. The inhabitantJTol: the cyclonic regions are so energetic
that they raise far more food than those of other regions; they mine
wnrlrPs minerals, and prepare most of the
They invent^ancl^run the world's machinery, construct its great power
plants, and prepare ^manufactured goods. TEey~"aTso"D'uild Irailroads
Boffi'at home and abroad; they engineer" ffie great tunnels, bridges, and
harbor works in every land; and sail their ships to every corner of the
seven seas. Moreover, they govern the world, for among them they
rule practically all of Europe, Africa, the Americas, and Australia.
Even in Asia they rule all except Arabia, Turkey, Afghanistan, Tailand
(Siam), and China together with its former dependencies such as Tibet.
2. Dominance in Primary Production. It is most extraordinary to
see how largely the articles that enter into the world's commerce come
from regions of cyclonic storms. This is true of food and raw materials
as well as of manufactured goods. The next page presents a table show-
ing the sources of the world's chief products, aside from manufactures,
and of some minor ones. The figures in the table show the approximate
percentage of each product coming from the cyclonic regions. Note that
out of 90 products only 18 are not produced at all in cyclonic regions, and
some of these, such as llamas and mangoes, are of minor importance.
On the other hand, 39 belong overwhelmingly to the cyclonic regions,
and many of these are of the utmost importance.
One of the significant features of this table is the way in which certain
types of products tend to be concentrated in the cyclonic regions, and
certain others elsewhere, especially in tropical regions. All the cereals,
aside from rice and millet, come mainly from crclonic^gjori^ even
though wheat and barley are raised abundantly in subtropical areas of

